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In education, until recent years, tbe term "evaluction"..

has been exclusively identified with the measurement of student

achievement. In the sixties and seventies, however, the notion

of project and program evaluation has gained momentum, largely

because of the increasing pressures from legislative bodies of

nations and governing bodies of national and multi-national

organizations to accmnt for fUnds invested in education.

By the eighties, literature on project and program

evaluation was vast. Scholars in every social science discipline

from economics to anthropology, sociology and psychology and in

professions from education to public administration to social

communications have been involved in attempts at conceptualizing

what evaluatim is aid should be all about. If there is any con-.

sensus among practitioners it is that evaluation can mean many

things to my people.

The most general (and perhaps useful) description of

evaluation is that it is tbe collection of information useful

in decision making, but there are those that also so define

43 I. c/t,

educational paanuing aulding 1974, 1979). 'This would suggest

a close symbiosis between evaluation and planning. Evaluative

activities, in such a context, involve collecting information

useful in project and program design ("needs assessment" and

"institution building" analyzes); useful in making mid-course

corrections when the project is underway (Yormative evaluatioil

and useful at the end of the project or at certain major periods
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in a program vhen cumulative information of sumthary nature

.
would be uieful to policymakers and administratc5rs ("summative:

evaluation"):

Other distinctions in various definitions suggest a differ-

ence between
"norm-referenced" evaluation whereby a program is

compared to standards previously set and "criterion-referenced"

whereby a project is examined on the basie of whether or not it

is reaching objectives it has set for itself (Werdelin 1977).

Nbre recently, evaluation specialists &re suggesting "qualitative"

or "naturalistic" evaluation approaches, as opposed to the highly

structured, quantitative designs -advocated .by:a-number--::of

economists and educational reaearchers grounded.in eeonometric .1.

and controlled experimental studies (Guba 1981, Patton 1975, Kinsey

1981, Clark and Mccaffery 1979). The "qualitative"approach

generally *stresses participation of all those involved in pro-

ject and program activity and.is thus often called "participatory

evaluation." ;This section vill trace the involvement of-inter- --

national and bilateral assistance and funding agencies and groups

in evaluation activities
in adult and non-formal education and"

vill concentrate on activities in developing,countries., No

attempt will be made to catalogue evaluation efforts, but rather

to identify trends and suggest selected referelices. Purely

domestic evaluation
activities, such as those funded in the

United States "by the National Institute of Education and other

groups, are not included as these are yell covered :t.n other

standard references such as the'Ehcyclopedia of Edudational
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Research of the American Educational Research Asaociation.

1. Early Evaluation Efforts in Adult Education

A case can be Made thai the adult education field,

broadly defined, has pioneered many of the approaches now

advocated by specialists in program and project evaluation.

In the twenties and thirties, agricultural extensions

specialists in the.United States did extensive studies on the

effect of various extension practices on farmers. Generally

speaking, such studies.indicated that farmers are most likely

to change practices when they see a demonstration of a tech-

nique on a farm similar to their ovn. Publications, radio pro

grams, and face-to-face visits of extensionworkers reinfoce

efforts to change farming practice, tut these various techniques

-often
in themselves/missed thi mark because the change agent lacked an

understanding of what the farmer alreaciy knows, thinks, feels,

and does. Agricultural education specialists early practiced

vhat would noi, be called "formative"evaluationn:whimthey tried

out extension publications in order to see what farmers could

read with ease, what words farmers know and use and which ones

are used only by agricultural specialists, etc.

In the fifties and sixties, a number of international

efforts began to blild on some of the earlier agricultural

extension concepts. UNESCO's Regional Center for Fundamental

Education in Latin America (CREFAL), established in Patzcuaro,

built into its training program various experiences

involving the collection of information on the rural population
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to be served byadult education activities. Such approaches

later would be called "needs asseastont" and would, be considered

important as au element of "formative evaluation."

Also in the fifties the Organizatiou of American ptates

(OAS), through its secretariat, the Pan American Union, estab-

lished the Latin American Fundamental Education Press,.a,program

involving the preparation and try-out of a.series of adult educa-

tion booklets designed for adults of limited reading ability in

Latin America. This Series included booklets in.health, agri-
.

culture, civics, recreation, and other areas considered at the

time important in Latin American development. The series was

pretested in a number of Latin American-countries by surveying

"reading interests in village and urban areas; vorking.with a

sample of adults in various socio-economic settings to see what

they could read, understand and remember of the booklets being

prepared; and evaluating the effect of various ibimats (e.g.,

illustrations and captions with text) on interest and compre-

hension.(Spaulding and Nannetti in Richards 1959).

Luring the same period, the Inter-American Institute for

Agricultural Sciences, headquartered at Turrialba, Costa Rica,

embarked on a series of activities, in cooperation with.the OAS,

involving research and training in agriuEltural communications.

Again, the emphasis vas on "needs assessment" (finding out about

the conditions:in the communities to be served), on "formative

evaluation" (pretesting and trying out extension approaches and

materials), and on "summative:evaluation" (doing follow-up

6
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.studies to ascertain vhat had happened as a result of the pro-

. gram). These early efforts led to the establishment of a formal

department of agricultural communications at La Nblina Agri-.

cultural University in Para, vhich has tgken regional leadershii

in training and.research in this area.

UNESCO work in adult education, literacy, and reading
-

materials for the new literate during the fifties-and sixties

stressed various. kinds of evaluative approaches, often described

then as "topic testing," lipretesting,", "posttesting," "study of

theenvironment," etc. (Spaulding 195e). In 1957, UNESCO held a

regional seminar on.readingsaterials Ibr new literates.in-Ran-'1-,.:-

goon, Burma, vhich entailed the .collection.of.information on

needs, vriting and pretesting of reading materials, and evalua-

tion of the impactor such materials. In 1956, a similar regional

meeting vas held in NUrree, Pakistan,'which outlined evaluation

.and research needs in the area of rmaingnmterials and literacy

programs (Richards 1959). ,UNESCO, the Fors' Munition and other -

international groups assisted during the fifties a number of *

national programs involved in the creation and evaluation of

adult education literature. Among these vere-the East African

Literature Bureau, the Burma Translation Society, the Bureau of

Ghanaian Languages, and the Marbial Valley Project in Haiti.

The East African Literature Bureau, headquartered in Nairobi,

vas the host, in 1962, of a UNESCO-sponsared regional vorkshop

on the preparation of reading materials for new literates whicii

_included authors, editors, publishers, and artists from both
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English...and French-speaking African countries. Participants

formed teams and worked in village areas to identiiy ueeds as

..felt by villagers and community development experts. They then

designed reading materials which 'fere tried out in villages, .

revised, and duplicated.

2- The UNESCO Ekperimental World Literacy Program.

In the mid-sixties, UNESCO proposed massive support for an

experimental world literacyprogram, designed to combine social

and economic skills training with traditional communication

skills training. The United Nations Development Program (the

usual source of support for such projectswithin the-UN system).-

was approached to help finance the effort, but the UNDP vas.dis--:

tinctly cool to the idea. Although economists had begun to treat

formal education as investment rather than consumption, develop-

ment thinking at that time had not maae a strong case for invest-

ment in literacy and adult education. UNDP-finally agreed, how-

ever, to finance several pilot, experimental-projects, on the

condition that UNESCO would-build into each project an elaborate

evaluative system designed to show how each project affected the

behavior of individuals and communities involved in the functional

,literacy programs (Spaulding 1966).

Ultimately, 11 experimental projects were funded under the

experimental effort, most of them becoming operational in the

late sixties ind terminating by the mid-seventies. Despite the

efforts to design comparable evaluative procedures in each pro-

ject beforehand, the local context of each projeet was such that

8



few comparable data vere collected. Political problems plagued

the effort in that most governments vished a national literacy

effort rather thin a pilot experimental project. .Some project&

separated evaluation from program development, -v.-am::: tLe evalua-

tor (usually a social scientist) kept hisior her distance from

the operational staff, while others considered evaluation to be

more of a formative variety, vith the evaluator collecting data

to be shared with program developers in order to help improve

the project as it prortessed. (

In the mid-seventies, UNESCO established at headquarters in

Paris an "evaluation unit" which labored vithout-success-for

months in an attempt-to integrate-incomparable-datiofthe-11

literacy projects into some kind of comparable reporting design.

Finally, two educatorS were invited to examine each case, to

summarize the findings of each, and to report on trends that were

evident betveen and among cases. -The result was a joint UNDP/

UNESCO report vtich was generally well-received bythe scholarly

community, but vas somewhat controversial within UNESCO because

of its unbiased reporting of the problems as vell as the suc-

cesses of the experimental program (Spaulding and Gillette 1976).

The.report looked: at the political and policy problems that'

plagued the various projects; the administrative and organiza-

tional problems; the staffing problems; the cost of the projects;

the.nature and effectiveness of the teaching materials and methods

used; and the apparent effect on people and communities.

Essentially, the report highlights the complexity of any attempt

9
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to make major changes in an adult population through any one

adult education or lite'racy effort; the-need to adjust.any

programto local conditions; the need to get,policy-level support

at the highest levels for success of any program; and the need .

to integrate-such efforts into broader development plans. In

terms of changed behavior on the part of participants, the.

adults in the various projects -would adopt new practices only

if they did not take much time, effort, or resources to

accomplish.

3. Current Evaluatio'n Activities

During-the seventies.and early eighties, the governing-bodi-es...

of most-international-organizationstcalled for more-evaluative

efforts in order to provide data which shows the impact of the

various activities of the organizations. Both UNDP and UNESCO

established offices of evaluation which, in turn, undertook to

jointly evaluate a number of educational projects. UNESCO pub-

lished-guidelines on project evaluation to kelp short-term con -

natant teams brought in to do mid-term project evaluations

(UNESCP 1979) and a manual on how to do structured evaluations

of literacy programs (Couvert 1979). The United States Agency

for International Development (USA1D) established, in October

1979, a major division for project evaluation which has pro-

duced a remarkable series of reports on various USAID-assisted

projects in rural education, rural development and related

fields, most with adult education components (i.e., Giovanni,

Armstrong and Jansen 1981). ,

10



USA1D has also supported a variety of evaluation efforts

through contracts vitb UniVersities ind consulting agencies.

The Stanford University Institute for Communications Beseirch
-

and,radedy for Educational Development undertook& series of

evaluative studies of the out-of-school education efforts in the

Ivory Coast, a prOgram.linked to, a major television-based pri-

nary school refOrm.in that 4onntry (Grant and others n.d.).

USA1D has also funded the Center for International Education at

the University of Massachusetts which.has developed collaborative

non-formal education programs in a number Of countries, most with

evaluative approachesbuilt into the programs.(Xinsey 1978,1981).1i;:z

World Education, Inc.,-in New Yorkl"Citr,-bas pioneered4n-needs=m,

assessment and participatory evaluation approaches in non-formal

education in a nudber Of countries and has similarly received

USAM support (1.1., Farmer and Papagiannis 1975). USAID, for a

nudber of years, Supported work at Nichigan State University

which included a Clearinghouse on Non-Formal Education within

which a number of project reports and evaluative studies have

been deposited (Non-Formal Information Center 1981). In 1976,

USAINIIped establish the Institute for Development Anthro-

pology at Binghamton, New York, which has as its goal the appli-

.

cation of social sciences in development work. It has undertaken

a number of evaluative studies for USA1D of rural and community

development efforts (Institute for Development Anthropology 1981).

NAjor studies fUnded by USAID and others include a three-

year effort by Florida State University to evaluate the extensive

11
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work of Acci8n Popular Cultural (ACP0) in Colombia. ACP0, over

the years., has evolved a radiophonic education effort which

includes publications, volunteer monitors in many villagesoind

a variety of adult education activities.which are supportedby

the communications infrastructure. The complexity of developing

and managing such a program and attracting continuing interest

of participants has been highlighted in this study (Bernal,

Masoner, and Masoner 1978, )organitallmuma and Masoner 1980).

MAID also initialed in the.early eighties a major demon-

stration of the uses of satellites to improve communication in

rural -and-community
development. -This effort will.have.,a major

evaluation component. Liberia is the location of the first of'

several country projects, each of which emphasizes the role of

communication in adult education. This effort is consistent with

an increasing concern of a number of iunding agencies for the

integration ot adult education services.into comprehensive com-
:

munity development efforts.(Coodbs 1980)...

The World Bank has an.office 'which undertakes evsluations

of projects funded by the various regional bureaus of the Bank,

but most of these "audits" are for internal use only and are rot

-made public. Recently, however, the Bank began to encourage bor-

rowing nations to build into each project it funds a continuous

evaluation system which will provide information useful in .

improving project performance as it progresses as well as cumu-

lative information to help in the ultimate summative evaluation

of the effort. The first 5u0 built-in feedback evaluation

12
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mechanism, to cost severe/ million dollars over a seven-year

period, vas developed in Papua New.Guinea in 1980 is part of..a

primary educationTeform loan (which also included a small idult'

education component). An earlier such evaluation effort Ali a

Bank-supported project in Pakistan vas abandoned.

The Bank, in-the mid-seVentiesEsssisted the Saudi Arabian

Government in a major evaluation of their adult education and

literacy efforts, with the help of faculty from the International

and Development Education Program of the University of Pittsburgh,

the University of Linkaping in Sweden, Ain Shaims University in.

Cairo., World Educationvanc.,,.and other groups. This.led

nsjor, revision.of the curriculum and materials-used.in-the Saudi:=L

program, but the Saudi Government has never released the various

evaluative and research reports prepared during the project.

The Canadian International Development JalZary (CIDA) has

Participated in a variety of evaluation efforts; often in coopera-

tion witli'the Inteinational Council.for Adult.Education in-Toronto

and the International Development Research Centre in Ottawa (Inter-

national Council for Adult Education 1979). The Swedish Inter-

national Development Authority has similarly funded a variety of

adult education projects with an evaluative component, including

one to train adult educators in Portugal undertaken by the Uni-

versity of Linkcip..ng (Erasmie, Norbeck 1978). The Overseas

Development Authority in the United Kingdom has fr.nded a nunber

of,such overseas projects, especially through the University of

Reading, which has a long-standing interest in agricultural and

13
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rural development (Bowers 1977).

Finally, a joint UNESCO-UNICEF program of studies has

issued an extensive series of reports which includes evaluative

material on a variety of non-formal projects and programs ;nor

children, Youth and women. And the UNESCO Regional Office in

Asia hosts the Asian Program for Educational Innovation and

Development (APEID) uhich has networked a number of institutions

involved in evaluative studies of educational innovation in the

region.

4. Institutional Evaluation Policies

As can be seen from the selective-review,"above,-most

national evaluation-efforts in non-formal and adult-education._

have been motivated by multi-national and bilateral funding and

assistance organizations. As yet, however, there is little agree-

ment among and between agencies and governments as to what evalua-f.

tion is all about.

Same in the-agencies-see evaluation as an exerciskyhereby

"experts" are sent for a few days or weeks to look at a project

in progress to decide whether or not it is meeting its Objectives

and whether or not any changes are needed in the project plan.

Governing boards of international and funding organizations, in

turn, see evaluation as a means of providing data to help them

set priorities as to what should be funded in the future.

National govsruments, project administrators and groups involved

in projects, however, are more attracted to the idea of evaluation

as a.kind of management information system-which can help pro-

1 4
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vide data for ongoing improvement in project management and

design.

.
The picture is further complicated by the internal structures

of international and funding organizatz:ons. Within the opera-

tional arms of many organizations, in-house evaluators
k
some-

times called "inspectors general" or rauditors") are often viewed

as meddlers. If the evaluation unit of the organization is not

placed at a high enough level in the organization, and given suf-

ficient resources,tautonomy and authority to do its vork, its work

will be limited and its information vi.11 be little used in policy

making and operational decisionmaking..

Perhaps more importantlr, evaluation efforts, to be effective

in improving program and project performance, must be built into

program and project activities with the idea of helping answer

questiona 'which participants have. External evaluations done by

evaluation sPecialists may serve.a function, but-until evaluation 1.

is a state of mind shared by all participants in..a program,

evaluation results viii be.less than fully effective. For this

reason, a rajor function of any in-house evaluation unit should

be to help operational units within the organization in the

design of their oVn self-evaluation efforts.

5. She Future

She past two decades have sensitized project and program

personnel both in international agencies and in national govern-

ments to the need for evaluative data on project and program

activities. Mith.increasing interest world-wide in non-formal
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and adult-edhcation, there will be incre4sing interest in

evaluation efforts designed to provide information fol the

. - .

constant improvement of projects and prow:alms. :Evaluation

models will increasingly stress participation of the target
A

audiences of non-formal and adult education efforts. Such

participatory evaluation in.itself *will be a powerful adult :

edacation meditna, consistent with current priorities on the

development of community-based non-formal education efforts

reflecting the needs and interests of local communities.
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